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will depend on both the new results still to come and new potential theoretical progress.
being considered, a minimum of one more year is thus needed to complete the charmonium program. Its end
These goals imply an increase of the number of events by a factor of 4 or so. With several improvements now
3. The dependence of the 1/¤’ to Drell-Yan ratio on centrality (less than 400 1/»’ events were collected in 1995).
2. The J/1b cross-section as a function of both centrality and transverse momentum
1. The detailed shape of the J /¤,b cross-section pattern as a function of centrality
topics:
have to be slightly updated according to the results obtained so far. This study includes now the following main
which necessarily has to be carried on was already foreseen in the approved NA50 proposal although its goals
Pb-Pb interactions, discovered with the first sample of useful events collected in 1995. The systematic study
It is obvious that more data are needed to explore, in detail, the new behaviour of charmonium production in
2. THE NEW UPDATED CHARMONIUM PROGRAM
which could be related to the formation of QGP if no other explanation is proposed.
The striking results summarized above are a clear evidence that new physics is appearing in Pb-Pb interactions
interactions is a factor 0.52i0.05 below the value expected from nuclear absorption.
Moreover, this departure increases with centrality. The value measured for the most central Pb-Pb
established from p—p to S-U.
(10 standard deviations) below the value expected when extrapolating the exponential behaviour well
The absorption picture fails to describe Pb—Pb interactions. The J / rb cross-section is a factor 0.7110.03
formation.
now theoretically accounted for, in a coherent framework, without referring at all to QuarkeGluon Plasma
well all the experimental data and shows no discontinuity between proton and ion-induced reactions. It is
For incident protons and light ions on nuclear targets up to S—U, the behaviour recalled above describes
The experimental facts are now the following:
state. It has been attributed to intranuclear absorption.
of L, the length of the path through nuclear matter offered to the object meant to become the J/gb resonant
cross-section which can be expressed as the product (AB) multiplied by an exponentially decreasing function
with cv = 0.91. This behaviour was Hrst just an experimental fact. The departure of a from unity leads to a
of atomic mass numbers A and B respectively, the cross-section has been measured to increase like (AB)",
The behaviour of the J /1/J production cross-section seems now well understood. For a. projectile and a target
1. RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE 1995 DATA
and sulphur beams.
data exhibit a striking discontinuity with respect to previous charmonium results obtained with proton, oxygen
Along the line of search for Quark Gluon Plasma formation started 10 years ago by experiment NA38, these
run, in spite of the fact that almost one whole week was effectively lost due to lack of electrical power.
After necessary technical tests, experiment NA50 has collected a significant amount of data during the fall 1995
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It has been shown that the distributions do not change between 450 and 158 GeV/c. OCR Output
2H a lithium target is used, the comparison can be considered with p—Li data collected in a 6 weeks devoted nm at 450 GeV/c.
a factor of 7 within a given rurining time.
shorter than a liquid target which in turn leads to better mass resolution for the muon pair. It also allows to increase statistics by
1The use of a lithium target has two advantages from the experimental point of view. It allows a target length significantly
A detailed addendum will be submitted to the Committee in due time.
weeks) of Pb-beam running time.
to the very forward rapidity region required here, a first estimate leads to two years (i.e. about 14 effective
In order to get significant statistics and continuously cover the x y domain from present available measurements
interactions.
and 1/»’ production in an unexplored kinematical region, symmetric to the usual studied xy domain in p-nucleus
The comparison with p—induced interactions under the same kinematical conditionsz will allow to study J / gb
produced, they will undergo low energy collisions with the Pb nucleons.
rest-frame of the fast moving incident Pb nucleus. Fully formed when leaving the nucleon in which they are
nuclear matter only. High rapidity J/1/¤’s in the lab system, i.e. 3.6 g ylab S 4.6, will thus be slow in the
figuration guarantees both minimal nuclear absorption by the target nuclear matter and production of confined
Pb ions on a light target, i.e. hydrogen or deuterium or even a slightly heavier target, like lithiuml. This con
The idea is to measure the low energy interaction of the J /1,/z with nucleons inside the nucleus using 158 GeV / nucleon
of research with high energy colliders.
which is of extreme importance both for present experiments and for assessing the possibilities of future lines
by hadronic matter. It will help confirming (or infirming) the present basis of our overall theoretical picture
The experiment considered here will be able to check if indeed fully formed J /1,/» resonances are not absorbed
dissolved, requires hard gluons, practically inexistent in confined matter at normal temperature.
comovers cloud. This suppression should not affect the strongly bound J/1/J state which, in order to be
2. Further suppression of the fully formed 1/¤’ state results from the interaction with soft gluons in the
fully formed resonances outside the interacting nuclei.
observed at y:0 in the lab. Because of their finite formation time, these pre·resonant objects become
1. Only pre-resonant objects meant to become either a J /1/2 or a z,b’, do interact with nuclear matter when
mentally, leads to a framework in which:
The present understanding of J /1,0 and 1/1’ production in p·A and up to S-U interactions, as observed experi
which can be experimentally reached through the study of Pb—p interactions.
interactions. It is thus of great importance to collect information on J / rb production for negative values of x y
The reference used for J /1/» production can therefore be considered as insufficient for comparison with Pb-Pb
latter case, a completely unknown behaviour, as there are no experimental results for negative values of xy.
however, J /1//s can potentially interact with nuclear matter of both the target and the projectile with, in the
present reference p-A data account only for J/rb interacting with target nuclear matter. In Pb-Pb interactions,
With the J / up experimentally detected in the forward hemisphere, as is the case in all dimuon experiments, the
responsible of the unexpected behaviour of charmonium in Pb-Pb interactions.
We are considering the possibility of making use of the 158 GeV/c Pb beam to try and clarify the mechanism
4. THE ”INVERSE KINEMATICS” EXPERIMENT
A minimum amount of one year (i.e. 7 effective weeks) of Pb beam is needed, as detailed in the proposal.
first look at the Pb-Pb data suggests already significant effects.
used in the 1995 run (7000 A, 80 cm Fe at end of absorber), has negligible acceptance for pq·< 1.2 G'eV/c. A
meson production with the appropriate setup (4000 A, lightest possible hadron absorber), since the J/1/1 setup,
The beam time already approved for the low mass region should be used for the study of the p/w and gb vector
3. THE LOW MASS RESONANCE PROGRAM
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A total running time with Pb beam extending over 7 weeks, to be distributed over 2-3 years, can be
upgrade the NA50 apparatus with a pixel detector to be located immediately downstream of the target.
purposes, 6 weeks of 450 GeV/c protons with the second, stretched out setup.
This will need 2x7 weeks of Pb beam at the highest incident momentum. It will also need, for comparison
range up to the required values (-:1: ; > 0.4).
the present version and a streched out configuration of the setup, in order to continuously cover the 2:;
using the Pb beam on a light (lithium) target. This "inverse kinematics” study has to be done with both
extend the present goals of the experiment and study charmonium production in the negative :1:; region
Pb-ion beam at 158 GeV per nucleon.
The minimum running time needed for this purpose should extend over 2 years, i.e. 14 weeks of effective
obtained with the 1995 data.
carry to its end the physics program as approved in proposal P265, taking into account the new results
In summary, the NA50 collaboration medium term activities should be devoted to:
6. SUMMARY
acquire the know-how.
total beam time to a few weeks. These should however be distributed over several calendar years, needed to
single thin target. High event rates on the one hand, and limited radiation tolerance on the other, limit the
The physics goals limit the use of the pixel mini—spectrometer to the low mass setup (see Section 3), with a
and modest for Pb-Pb collisions.
This setup should enable us to measure absolute D/ D cross sections; the expected accuracy is good for p—A,
HELIOS—3 (NPh A590(1995)93c) and NA45 (PRL 75(1995)1272).
suggested (see e.g. G.Q. Li et al., PRL 22(1995) 4007), as an explanation to the low mass excess seen both by
secondly, a mass shift of the p, predicted to occur near the chiral symmetry restoring phase transition, and
by a factor (1 + 17,,/1*,,) over the PDG value, where rp is the p lifetime of 1.4 fm/c); and
firstly, the ’p-clock’ eH`ect, which measures the lifetime my ofthe hadron gas (the p decay rate being enhanced
are predicted to modify the decays ofthe p into lepton pairs in a hot Hadron Gas:
latter effectively separated from w by its tails on both sides of the w. Two effects can then be studied, which
90 M eV/cz in NA38), would be a clean measurement, with little background, of the ¢, w and p mesons, the
A welcome byproduct, due to a remarkable dimuon mass resolution of JM = 25 M eV/ c2 (to be compared with
thermal dileptons - the original motivation for the NA38 experiment — or other mechanisms would be eased.
prompt dimuons, and whether a similar process exists already in p—A. The identification of the excess with
the latter, together with the 1r and K decay muons, would allow us to determine whether the excess is in
components surmised in p—U, namely Drell-Yan pairs and the more uncertain D - D decay dimuons. Rejecting
(x 40 % around M = 1.5 GeV/c2) of measured events over expectation when extrapolating to S—U the two
The primary physics goal of this upgrade program is a better understanding of the ’excess’ found in S—U
and D/D decays would be rejected.
planes yields an overall efficiency of z 65 % for central Pb-Pb collisions. Most muons originating from 1r, K
two trigger muons, if they are prompt. A preliminary simulation of a setup made of 5 Omega3/LHC1 pixel
trigger efliciency. It would reconstruct the tracks within the NA50 acceptance, and recognize among these the
in a as 1.8 _T magnetic field, followed by a compensating field, in order not to upset the NA50 trigger and
target and BeO absorber. It would consist of several planes of presently available pixel detectors, and operate
We are studying at present a small target spectrometer, which would occupy the 25 cm interval between NA50
5. A PIXEL DETECTOR FOR DETECTING OPEN CHARM IN NA50
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